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The

Wish
Fish

The Wish Fish 
can grant 

one wish for 
every ocean 

animal.
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Did the 
octopus 

wish for a 
brush?

Did the 
dolphin wish 
for a dish?



Did the 
seahorse 
wish for 

cash?

Did the crab 
wish for a 

bush?



Did the 
shark wish 
for a fish?

Did the 
whale wish 
for trash?



fish

dish

chair

cash

hush

you

couch

mash

whale

rush

brush
flame

trash

what

pick

Dot the -sh

Fill in the sentence

1. Did you brush your hair?

2. Is the fish in the bowl?



-shFind the words
T F I S H R

F H L P T C

D I S H R A

S C E F A S

D T Y N S H

W W I S H B

fish
cash
trash
dish
wish

Write two sentences using -sh words
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